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Q. What book did you love as a child and why?
A. I was more of a series child, adventure and mystery series followed by
the Arthur Ransome series. Later, in my early adult life, I read all the
children’s classics I had heard about but had never had the chance to
read and then began reading contemporary children’s authors.

Perhaps best-known for Goodnight
Mr Tom, Michelle Magorian writes
with huge emotional warmth that’s
evident on every page of these stories
of coming of age and journeys
of self-discovery.

Q. Who are your current favourite children’s authors/illustrators and why?
A. Sadly I have very little time to read current children’s books as every
tiny bit of time I have, I need to use to research and write a new book
but I’ve enjoyed Philip Pullman’s Dark Materials trilogy and Michael
Morpurgo’s books. But that was some time ago when I had time to read
loads of books by children’s authors.

Many real-life issues are addressed,
from first love to the struggle to find
a meaningful path in life, against a
vivid backdrop of post-war Britain.
From the gripping mystery-thriller of
Just Henry to the moving story of a
boy’s struggle to reach his dream in
Cuckoo in the Nest, these are all books
that are perfect for teenage readers
who are looking for great depth
and drama.

Q. What tips would you give to encourage children to read?
A. If you’re lucky enough to be near a bookshop or a second-hand bookshop
or library have a good browse. Choose what draws you in. Take no notice
if someone says a book is too ‘young’ or too ‘old’ for you. You are unique.
You might prefer to curl up with a book privately or listen to a tape while
drawing in bed or have one of your parents or grandparents read to you
while you make something. You’re never too old to be read to.
Q. What do you enjoy best about being an author?
A. I like it when the characters take over and surprise me, especially if they
make me laugh.
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Q. Tell us something about yourself that you think might surprise people?
A. I once lived temporarily in a tent in a grapefruit orchard, and when
I wasn’t holding chickens at a nearby farm while they were being
vaccinated, I was playing a very old lady in a play in a television studio
in Tel Aviv. I’ve also made an entrance on a rope over the heads of an
audience dressed as a chimpanzee and wearing a frock in a musical
called ‘His Monkey Wife’, a far cry from when I was in my teens and was
one of several young dance pupils picked to perform on stage in honour
of a very famous ballerina called Margot Fonteyn.
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